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Contact centres dialing dollars
By James Bowen

T

hey use advanced IT and
telecommunications, they
are growing steadily and
s t e a l t h i l y, a n d
they are a major
part of the economy. Call centres
are here in abundance, and they
are dialling up
revenue.
We know them
as call centres
but in the industry they are also
called contact centres because they
are one of several
ways that a customer can contact
a company. Twenty-five years ago
the contact centre
industry barely
existed in Ottawa,
or even in Canada.
Statistics don’t
always tell the
whole story, but
the contact centre
industry numbers are surprising.
The Contact Centre Canada
(CCC) board of directors, in collaboration with Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC), commissioned a study entitled Canadian Contact Centre Industry: Strategy, Work
Organization and Human Resource
Management Report (callcentres.org/
Resources/Links.html). The report
notes there are more than 14,000 contact centres in Canada, employing
over half a million permanent and
part-time staff. This means that almost
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every 25 employed
works in a contact centre, which are
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ringing in between $36 billion and $38
billion annually.
The number of call centres and related jobs are projected to increase by
7% a year in Canada. Why such re-
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markable growth? In part it’s because
our rate of employee turn- over is
lower than in the US, making Canada

There are more
than 14,000 contact
centres in Canada,
employing over half
a million people.
a more attractive place to set up shop.
The CCC/HRDC study estimates turnover rates here are approximately 17%,

while the US rate has been reported in
excess of 50%. Typically we think of
low-paying jobs in developing AsiaPacific countries when we think of
call centres, but Canada is second only
to India in attracting new centres.
And salaries vary
widely, depending on the region,
type of work, level of responsibility, training, and
which industry
the centre serves.
While an entrylevel agent takes
home around
$24,000 a year;
a mid-level agent
can make $31,000
and a senior agent
may pocket upwards of $40,000.
Scheduling and
help desk people
can earn more
still.
The Ottawa
Regional Contact Centre Association (ORCCA)
advocates on behalf of more than 250
members. It represents call centres and
their workers in all manner of industry,
from finance/banking to high tech
and telecom; from the public sector to
not-for-profit organizations, transportation and utilities, wholesale/retail,
health care, travel and hospitality. The
preponderance of its members,
though, is in financial services and
tech support. The industry association has partnered with Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation,
which recognizes Ottawa’s contact centres as a distinct cluster.
More, see Contact Centres, page 4
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Campaign cites
82000 reasons

T

he Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation (OCRI)
announces the 82000reasons
promotion campaign hard on the release of its annual technology survey
last month that showed a record 81,910
people are employed in Ottawa’s tech
sector.
The multi-media promotion campaign integrates traditional and social media to create a growing online
record of tech Ottawa’s success. At
82000reasons.com, Ottawa technology companies and employees can
profile themselves via online blogs or
YouTube videos.

The site provides
templates for
blogging and YouTube
video uploads.
“With nearly 82000 tech workers
in Ottawa, we know there are 82000
or more stories to tell the world about
our success as Canada’s innovation
capital,” says Michael Darch, executive director of OCRI’s Ottawa
Global Marketing. “In the era of user
generated content, every one of those
stories can be told, tagged and distributed online to a global audience. We
believe that content will attract both
businesses and individuals who will
recognize Ottawa’s lifestyle and technology strengths, then decide to locate
either their companies or careers in
this great city.”
The 82000reasons web site offers
participating companies and individuals a blogging platform for text-based
profiles as well as directions on how
to add YouTube video. Content templates are also provided. Already, svereal companies including Enablence
Technologies Inc., Liquid Computing Corp., Macadamian, March
Networks Corp., Fuel Industries,
BelAir Networks Inc., and QNX
Software Systems have added either
blog profiles or YouTube videos to
82000reasons.com.
The 82000reasons campaign is being
promoted to the Ottawa tech community by banner ads on FaceBook, plus
local print, banner ad and radio advertising. It was created by market2world
communications inc. and General
Assembly Productions Center.
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Better to fix what we have
than send it to delete file
should be $5,000 and if a maximum
is necessary, it should be
$100,000. I would
even increase the
tax credit to 50% beyond $50,000. With
DENZIL DOYLE
serious money on the
table, such people would take
the time to do proper due diligence on
the quality of the team that is managhen it comes to venture ing the investments and some of them
capital, various govern- would serve on the boards of directors
ments at both the federal of the LSVCCs.
I would also drop the requirement
and provincial levels have tried just
about everything under the sun during that such funds be sponsored by lathe past thirty years or so to create bour unions. This simply adds to their
pools of capital that could be accessed cost and complexity and does nothing
by entrepreneurs who have little or to improve the quality of the investments. It is a wrinkle
no tangible assets
to be offered as seThe main problem that was carried over
from the early Quecurity to investors.
with smaller LSVCCs bec funds. Their poAbout fifteen years
a g o , t h e f e d e r a l is that they cost too sitions on the boards
directors of the
government played
much to manage. of
funds would be taken
a leadership role
over by investors.
in the creation of
Above all, they must be allowed
Labour Sponsored Venture Capital
Corporations (LSVCCs), which were to operate under rules that apply to
vehicles in which the general public the venture capital industry in gencould participate. Individuals were eral. For example, when the founding
given a 30% tax credit (15% from the shareholders of Med-Eng Systems
federal government and 15% from a wanted to sell their shares, CAVI was
participating provincial government) not allowed to buy them because we
for investments up to $5,000.The pro- were limited to buying treasury shares.
gram raised a lot of money and acted Had we been able to do so, CAVI (now
as a catalyst in the flow of funds from GrowthWorks) would have taken
over $250 million
conventional VCs.
off the table instead
However, it is no
Timing is right
of the $85 million
longer in the good
because VC pools they did get. Ingraces of either level
stead, CAVI spent a
of government. The
are drying up
lot of time and efOntario government
dramatically.
fort recruiting buyrecently announced
ers for the shares of
that it was supporting a curtailed version of its program the original investors and they walked
that would lead to its elimination three away with far more than CAVI did.
The timing is right for governments
years from now.
Even though the LSVCCs appear to take measures to fix the LSVCC
to be headed for the same “delete” program because the flow of funds into
file that contains so many earlier conventional pools of venture capital
plans, a strong case can be made has been drying up rather dramatically
for fixing them rather than killing in recent years. They would be better
them. Their main problem is that off to fix it than to try and invent yet
they cost too much to manage – at another program.
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
least the small ones. Raising a pool
of $75 million (which was our target Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
at Capital Alliance Ventures Inc.) of Canada, a professional engineer,
in batches of $5,000 or less means founder and former CEO of Digital
that you end up with at least 15,000 Equipment Corp. in Canada, company
shareholders (we had over 25,000). director, mentor, consultant, investor
Even though the brokers who sold and author of the best-selling ‘Making
the units were supposed to do the Technology Happen’. He can be reached
after-sale support (for which they at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
charged handsome “trailer fees”), a
lot of our time was spent answering
NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
questions from individual shareholders. And of course a general mailing
IS PRINTED ON
could cost as much as $30,000. We
RECYCLED
also spent a lot of time communicating with various government agenNEWSPRINT
cies. This was money and time that
should have been spent looking for
investment opportunities and managing the resulting portfolio.
My recommendation would be to
aim the LSVCCs more at high net
worth individuals rather than the public at large. The minimum investment
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Supplier bought
Enablence Technologies Inc. is buying
California photonics products manufacturer ANDevices Inc. for US$13.5
million and 9,085,113 common shares
for a total deal value of about US$33
million. Ottawa-based Enablence, which
makes fibre-to-the-home transceivers for
optical modems, has an existing relationship with ANDevices, which supplies a
component in Enablence’s transceivers.
While the acquisition gives Enablence
more internal control of its production
process, it also helps open the door to the
access, metro and long-haul communications markets served by ANDevices. The
deal, expected to close by Feb. 15, will
add all ANDevices’ 45 full- and parttime employees to Enablence’s staff.

Study done Bravura FY
Wi-LAN Inc. nearly doubles fiscal-year
2007 profit on revenue that increases
almost thirty-fold from the previous year.
The Ottawa-based patent licencer lifted
profits to $27.6 million from $14.1 million a year earlier, while revenue soared
to $61.3 million. The company notes
that the improved numbers are due to
its “transforming itself into a licensing
business, and discontinuing its products
manufacturing and engineering services
businesses in the 2006 period.” While
reinventing itself, Wi-LAN increased the
net value of its patent portfolio to $147
million, up from just $9.8 million a year
earlier. The company recently licenced
its V-chip parental-control technology to
Korea’s Digital Stream Technology Inc.
and Taiwan-based Powerray Co., Ltd.,
both of which will pay Wi-LAN royalties
for the life of the patent. The two set-top
box manufacturers are expected to participate in the National Telecommunications & Information Administration
digital television converter box coupon
program. Through the program, US residents can order coupons for purchasing an
approved digital-to-analog converter box
that will allow them to continue watching
digital programming on analogue sets
after analogue broadcasting ends in the
US in 2009. Wi-LAN has now signed

offsite backup is growing fast. Nirvanix
has the features people want most.”
Axentra expects to debut its new
HipServ online feature, with 5GB or
more of storage, by the end of its first
quarter, 2008.

More growth reported

Seated on ViaSat-1
Telesat Canada’s sister company, Space Systems/Loral, is selected to
provide a high- capacity broadband satellite for San Diego-based ViaSat
Inc. SS/L’s parent and Telesat’s major shareholder, Loral Space & Communications, says ViaSat-1 is expected to be the world’s highest capacity
broadband satellite. Loral is investing in the orbiter in anticipation of Telesat
Canada utilizing ViaSat-1’s designated capacity for Canadian services, as
well as providing telemetry, tracking and control operations. Scheduled to
launch in 2011 and targeted for Telesat’s 115 West longitude orbital slot, the
new spacecraft is expected to have a service life of 15 years.
V-chip licence agreements with companies that make at least 14 of these converter models.

Online option
24th installation
Gatineau-based SolaCom Technologies deploys its voice communication
control system, Liberty-STAR, at the
air traffic control towers of the Easton
Airport in Baltimore, Maryland. It
is the company’s 24th installation of
the system, which includes weather
monitoring, air-to-ground communication and recording over any network
infrastructure. SolaCom has more than
125 customers worldwide for its various products.

Axentra Corp. teams up with San Diego-based Nirvanix to provide an online
option for backing up critical files. By
adding Nirvanix Storage Delivery Network (SDN) capability to its HipServ
home server software, Axentra now offers consumers a “virtual vault” in which
to store and secure photos, videos and
other personal digital possessions.
“Nirvanix offers capacity, convenience
and, most of all, confidence…” says
Niall O’Driscoll, VP of marketing,
Axentra. “With more and more people
moving their valuable family photos,
home video, music collections and
more to the digital arena, the need for

Ottawa’s technology sector remains resurgent, according a report by Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation.
OCRI’s annual Technology Industry
Survey shows the number of tech-related jobs in the Ottawa-Gatineau region
grew by 3% to a record-high 81,910 in
2007, while the number of knowledgebased companies increased to 1819
from 1803 in 2006. Sounding a note
of guarded optimism, the OCRI report
observes, “The increase is reassuring as
the city continues to stabilize from the
long-term effects of the tech downturn,
but steps need to be taken to ensure
that Ottawa can remain in a position of
economic growth and attract and retain
critical talent. While reporting general good health throughout the sector,
the survey finds the tech community’s
darling offspring, cleantech, solidly in
the pink. Though one of the “smaller
groups within the Ottawa technology
community, the employment numbers
have increased at a much faster rate
than other larger sectors,” claims the
report. “Ottawa continues to be Canada’s technology leader. The quality
of the companies and the people here
in Ottawa are the key reasons why
Ottawa continues to experience this
overall upward trend,” says Jeffrey
Dale, president and CEO, OCRI. “Now
is the time to make certain that we can
continue this growth over the long term
with a reliable supply of skilled talent,

innovative companies and capital.”
Learn what’s behind the record-high
tech employment numbers by tuning
into OCRIRadio.com’s latest podcast, wherein Mr. Dale asserts that
81,910 is a number to build on. The
program also features interviews with
Richard Meadows, managing partner
of the CTI Life Sciences Fund Limited Partnership – Canada’s newest
venture capital firm specializing in life
sciences investments; Ken Newport,
co-founder and president of CroMedica Global Inc.; a local investor in life
sciences companies; Jeff Westeinde,
CEO of Ottawa’s Quantum Environmental Group, a waste management
company; and Niall Wallace, CEO of
Infonaut Inc., a map-based solutions
company inspired by solving hospital
logistics problems brought to light by
the SARS crisis in Toronto. The interviews are the second in a two-part
series recorded at BioNorth.

Court approval
Two days after shareholders give the
Cognos-IBM deal the thumbs-up,
the $5 billion buyout clears the final
significant hurdle as it is given the
go-ahead by the Ontario Superior
Court of Justice. At a meeting on
Jan. 14, shareholders overwhelmingly
approved the buyout for US$58-pershare. The completion of closing formalities pending, the deal is expected
to be finalized before April.
More, see Nuggets, page 7

Telecom
Ottawa
delivers broadband
Telecom
Ottawa
delivers broadband
connectivity and managed data services to
connectivity and managed data services to
businesses, government, educational and
businesses, government, educational and
health institutions and other organizations
health institutions and other organizations
that depend on reliable access and
that depend on reliable access and
operational excellence.
operational excellence.
We offer personalized service to make
We offer personalized service to make
your business perform better
your business perform better
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Contact centres employ half a million ...from page 1
Kelly Daize, OCRI’s manager of cluster support, says, “What we are seeing
is that these jobs require considerable
knowledge and skill. Developing sales
and marketing skills is so necessary
to be competitive. Ottawa has the
cream-of-the-crop among call centres,
including Adobe, Dell, Bank of America (MBNA Canada Bank), Canada
Post, ING Direct, and Cognos. We are
seeing a shift back to North America
for the enterprise clients.”

The balance between
agent service and
automated service is
constantly fluctuating
in the contact centre
industry, trying to
meet customer
needs and changing
demographics.
According to Sandy Freeman, chair
of ORCCA, “Companies such as Dell
and MBNA place significant importance
on the corporate culture and training because the work environment is extremely
important. Ottawa is on the leading edge
of furthering this work environment.”
She says that because of the complexity of business processes in the larger
centres, there is an increasing need for
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a more highly qualified workforce. Staff
Technology drives change through- points out Cathy Velazquez, senior
must be familiar with technology rang- out the call centre industry. Five years vice president of MBNA, who sees
ing from web tools to interactive voice ago, online support using instant mes- a direct correlation between corporesponse to voice-over Internet proto- saging did not exist. And 10-15 years rate culture, agent enthusiasm, quality
col (VoIP); from customer relationship ago it wasn’t technically feasible for of service and customer satisfaction.
management (CRM) software to speech agents to work from home. Now, with “Customers can sense across the telerecognition solutions. Oddly, the adapta- web based CRM and VOIP, it’s not phone line when an agent is smiling
tion of technology seems to move west only feasible but readily managed with and that results in a more satisfied cuslike the sun. In eastern Canada, cen- commercial off the shelf software. But tomer,” she says.
tres use more advanced technology than there are concerns preventing more
While the majority of MNBA’s 1.3
their western counterparts. For instance, agents from working from home, such million calls a year are readily handled
around 9.7% of centres in the east use as the need to maintain the security of by automation, more “delicate” calls
voice recognition software, while only customer data. It wouldn’t do to have are better left to agents, according to
the 6% do so in the west, according to one’s nosy neighbour peaking at the Ms. Velazquez. She notes, for examthe CCC/HRDC report.
computer screen while coming over to ple, that a frustrated customer calling
Steve Menon, VP,
to complain about a
customer service
credit card that has
site lead, MBNA
been refused for
Canada on James
wrongly showing
Dell Canada scrubs plans to
Naismith Dr., says
insufficient funds
broaden Ottawa operations, laying
that while they get
doesn’t want to talk
off local employees and cancelling
most of their techto an automated
the opening of its new call centre in
nology from their
agent. Left to techKanata. Slated to open in April, the new facility, designed for 1,200 staff,
parent company,
nology alone he/she
would have made Dell the third-largest high tech employer in the capital.
Bank of America,
might likely only get
But the company’s plans for local expansion are apparently cancelled or on
they also buy some
more upset, whereas
hold, after recent reports confirm that it has cut loose dozens of its 1,500 lolocally, like their
a sympathetic agent
cal employees. Dell announced last spring that it would lay off 8,800 people
interactive voice
might be able to put
globally (about 10% of its total workforce) in order to cut costs, but said Otresponse system
him/her at ease, retawa operations would be untouched. A company spokesperson says that the
According to Mr.
sulting in a more
new, unoccupied 148,222 sq.ft. building is not closing “at this point in time,”
Menon, call centres
satisfying customer
emphasizing that Ottawa is a key location in Dell’s plans for the future.
often serve as gates
service call. Furto the larger corpothermore, says Ms
rate enterprise for technology providers. borrow a cup of sugar. The erosion of Velazquez, while the majority of cusHe confidentially identifies two Ottawa corporate culture is another concern. A tomers prefer the convenience and
companies making inroads with MBNA certain esprit de corps develops among ease of using self-serve tools, a poputhrough its local contact centre.
agents working in close proximity, lation still exists that simply wants the
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Expansion aborted

human interaction that is only
possible with an
agent.
The balance
between agent
service and automated service
i s co n st an tl y
fluctuating in
the contact cen- Steve Menon
tre industry, trying to meet customer
needs and changing demographics.
With a younger generation more comfortable with online help/interaction
and call centre automation, will computers replace the agent or even the
centre itself? Both Mr. Menon and
Ms. Velazquez think not, even though
automation is handling more and more
calls, at increasing levels of sophistication. They agree that this means that
call centre agents must also “ratchet
up their level of capability to deal
with more difficult interactions.” Fortunately for contact centres in North
America and here in Ottawa, there is a
large pool of workers with the kind of
technical skills and people skills that
the industry is looking for. Perhaps
this is why Canadian companies and
corporate America are recalling their
centres from abroad.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
Telfer School of Management.
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Bob Adams

is appointed chief operating officer at
Allen-Vanguard Corp. Mr. Adams
joined the company in 2007, as managing director of UK-based international operations. He was previously
managing director of the communications operating division of Thales
UK, and before that was managing director of EADS Defence Systems and
Electronics UK.

Attain Group’s

Serge Parent, VP of operations, and
Robert Lapierre, VP of business
development, will
head up the telecom
company’s
new Quebec-based
division, which will
operate as Groupe
LGA, following the
opening of a second
office in Montreal.
Both men have Serge Parent
worked extensively
in the telecommunications sectors. Mr.
Lapierre’s sales career spans more than
30 years, 20 of them
at Bell Canada. Mr.
Parent has 40 years
of varied experience
in telecom, from Robert Lapierre
technical work to
management roles to consulting. He
managed numerous, high-profile provisioning projects at Bell.

Bob Bamford

is named managing director of the Ottawa Manufacturers’ Network. Previously, Mr. Bamford was partner
manager at Novell
Canada. He has
held senior positions
with GE, Allstream
and DMR over the
past 20 years and is
currently the IT volunteer with CIPS
and DPI. He has a BComm from
Concordia. Mr. Bamford is a long

distance runner, a skier and golfer. He
spends as much time as possible with
his two teenaged children and volunteers at his local outdoor rink.

Shaun McEwan,

former CEO of Calian Technologies
Ltd., is named chief financial officer at
Wi-LAN Inc. Arriving with 16 years
in financial and executive roles in the
local high tech sector, Mr. McEwan
comes to Wi-LAN from BreconRidge
Manufacturing Solutions, where he
was CFO. Prior to that, he served as
CFO, and then president and CEO, of
Calian Technologies Ltd., which was
founded by Mayor Larry O’Brien.
Mr. McEwan is replacing Steve Bower, who announced in November that
he would be leaving Wi-LAN to join
Toronto-based Consumers’ Waterheater Income Fund. He will begin
his new job on Feb. 19.

John Haydon

is named SVP, global operations, at
BTI Systems, where he is responsible
for customer service,
manufacturing operations, procurement,
customer care, information technology,
and facilities. He arrives from BreconRidge Manufacturing Solutions, where
he was president and COO. Mr. Haydon spent 25 years at Nortel, where he
most recently served as chief procurement officer. Previously, he held senior
management positions in manufacturing, customer service, supply management and global supply chain. Mr. Haydon has a diploma in business administration (marketing) from Algonquin
College and an MBA from Queen’s.
He is an avid golfer, a devout Toronto
Maple Leafs fan, and a busy father of
two teenage children.

Ross MacLeod

is given the top job at Gatineau-based
embedded software development
tools maker Zeligsoft. Mr. MacLeod,
a former Nortel executive, is named

president and chief
executive, while company founder and
former CEO, Francis
Bordeleau, becomes
CTO and VP of product strategy. Mr. MacLeod has more than
25 years of experience
in the telecom and embedded platform
industries, and has led global operations and R&D work in Europe, Asia
and North America. He previously led
Nortel’s computing technology lab in
Ottawa and served as VP of engineering for Oregon-based RadiSys. Most
recently, he was as an independent
consultant on technology management
and product development. Mr. MacLeod recently returned to the Ottawa
region to take advantage of the familyoriented lifestyle that the area affords.
In his spare time, he enjoys playing
“bad” hockey, listening to music and
attending the theatre.

Antonio Prado

joins Pronexus as software engineer,
responsible for R&D of the company’s
award-winning IVR
tool kit VBVoice. Living in Ottawa since
the age of 13, the
Cuban-born Antonio
speaks fluent English
and Spanish, and is
therefore not only a
valuable new addition to the technical
team but also an asset to Pronexus’s
growing base of international channel partners and customers. Antonio
recently graduated from uOttawa
with a degree in computer science. In
his spare time, he volunteers for local
youth programs, supervising teenagers in indoor and outdoor games activities. When time permits, he plays
handyman and works at taekwondo,
ping-pong and cycling.

Kevin Rankin

is named provisional president of Fidus Systems Inc., assuming responsibility for day-to-day operations while
company founder and CEO Mike Wakim is on sabbatical until July. During

his 24-year career in
high tech, Mr. Rankin
has held a variety of
senior management
positions at Newbridge, LSI Logic
and Northern Telecom. Most recently,
he was CEO of Ottawa-based Tropic
Networks Inc., which he founded in
2000 and led until its acquisition by
Alcatel-Lucent in April 2007. Mr.
Rankin serves as a board member for
International Datacasting Corporation, The Bridge Wesleyan Church
and the Centre for Photonics, an Ontario Centre of Excellence. He is also
involved in the Mindtrust Leadership
Development Program, an executive
mentoring program for both Carleton
and uOttawa students.

Susan Riekki-Odle

joins Peak Sales Recruiting Inc.,
a search firm that focuses on finding salespeople for
technology
companies. She will be
responsible for the
performance of this
business unit, relationships with enterprise clients, and
managing recruiting
and research teams. With 18 years of
sales experience that spans banking,
retail and technology, Ms. RiekkiOdle was most recently VP of corporate sales for neuroLanguage corp.
Prior to neuroLanguage, she held
key sales management positions with
Quest Software, FastLane Technologies, and OmniMark Technologies.
She also established a consulting firm
that assisted technology investors and
their portfolio companies with channel strategies.

development.
He
founded VoIPshield
Systems Inc. in 2004
and is currently a
member of its board
of directors. He also
co-founded ATMOS
Corporation, which
he developed from a consulting firm
to a bootstrapped design startup to a
VC-funded company. Dr. Slaby also
served as an entrepreneur-in-residence
for the National Research Council, a
member of the Strategic Microelectronics Consortium and as an advisor to Carleton University Foundry
Program. Prior to that, he held management positions at Bell Northern
Research and Nortel. He has served
as an external examiner for universities, a referee for IEEE transactions
and a reviewer for NSERC.
Photo

Xerxes Wania

is appointed to the board of directors
at Kaben Wireless Silicon Inc. An
accomplished hightech executive and
entrepreneur,
Mr.
Wania has more than
15 years of experience in marketing,
sales and engineering
in the semiconductor
IP industry. He is currently president and CEO of Ottawabased Sidense Corp., and previously
was director of mixed-signal marketing at Synopsys. Mr. Wania founded
Xentec Inc., a semiconductor IP company he led as CEO. He has served on
the board of advisors of Videolocus
and Siworks.

Dr. Paul Slaby

is appointed president and CEO of
Kaben Wireless Silicon Inc. Dr. Slaby joined the company as chairman in
2007, bringing with him many years of
entrepreneurial experience and technical expertise in the areas of semiconductors, IT, software and hardware
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Unconferences that come from away
galvanize local techie congregations
By Robert Janelle

media or application developers
showing off their most recent work.
n a snowy Thursday eveEveryone attending is supposed to
ning, web consultant Derek
participate, whether they’re presentFeatherstone stands before
ing, contributing to the discussion or
a crowd packed into the basement of
blogging about the event.
the Clocktower Brew Pub on Bank
BarCamp came to Ottawa after
Street giving a presentation on accesiotum CEO Alec Saunders attended
sibility using Google Maps.
the conference in Toronto and suggestHe goes over the difficulties of
ed on his blog that someone should get
navigating the online mapping serit going here. Marketing consultant
vice for someone who can only use
Peter Childs saw the post and took
a keyboard, along with demup the challenge, organizing
onstrating what someone with
four BarCamp events to date.
It’s not just between local
vision problems goes through
Mr. Childs says it’s about
trying to use it with speech individuals, it’s about networking networking and putting an
recognition software. Then different cities across the globe. international banner on the getMr. Featherstone goes over the
together. It’s not just between
work-arounds he’s developed
local individuals, it’s about
so far to address these problems.
There’s Third Tuesday’s for social networking different cities across the
It’s the first meeting of Refresh media discussion, DemoCamp for de- globe.
Ottawa, a new common-interest velopers to show off their work and,
“It’s like a franchise,” he says.
group focusing on web issues. Re- possibly the biggest, DemoCamp’s
The most recent Ottawa Barfresh was started by Mr. Featherstone parent group BarCamp.
Camp, held last November, was supand freelance web developer JonaBarCamp, which stretches globally posed to feature a live link-up with
than Snook.
across North America, Europe, Asia a BarCamp happening concurrently
“We just wanted to see the web to Australia and New Zealand, bills in Leeds, England, though technicommunity in Ottawa grow,” says itself as an “open source unconfer- cal glitches frustrated that plan. Mr.
Mr. Featherstone.
ence.” The conferences are user-gen- Childs says they were looking to
Ottawa isn’t the only city holding erating with presentations often being Leeds because of what they share
Refresh meetings. Many U.S. and decided at the event itself by whoever with Ottawa. “We’re high-tech
U.K. cities are holding their own is in attendance.
cities trying to find an identity for
gatherings of web designers and deTopics tend to be a mish-mash ourselves,” he says.
More, see Unconferences, page 10
velopers under the Refresh brand. In of technologies presented by social

O

fact, the Ottawa group owes its creation to a chapter in Texas.
Inspiration for the group came
when Mr. Featherstone was speaking
at South by Southwest, a large multimedia conference in Austin, Texas.
There he learned of the Refresh group
and discussed setting up an Ottawa
branch with Mr. Snook.
Refresh Ottawa is one the most recent common-interest groups to pop
up with international ties.

Early in the game, raising nuggets
Acquisition done
awareness by example
While working out the marketing
strategy, Mr. Rudyk was approached by one of the
programmers who
mentioned he had a
blog. Curious, Mr.
ROBERT JANELLE
Rudyk asked how
many readers the blog had
and who they were. The programmer
replied that there were 600 regular
he lead-up to Apple’s release of subscribers, mostly Microsoft archithe iPhone last year saw plenty tects and developers.
“If there were 600 people we needof hype, but also its share of
pre-release criticism. Months before ed to reach, these were them,” says
the device hit stores, Microsoft CEO Mr. Rudyk.
So rather than aiming for traditionSteve Ballmer was out in the media
chastising the device as being bad for al media coverage, Databeacon was
able to build its buzz by having acbusiness users.
Needless to say, this upset many cess to independent developers who
in the Mac community. One of those happened to publish their thoughts on
people was Alykhan Jetha, CEO of the web.
Marketcircle, a
This was a lesMarkham, Ontarson he kept in
“Not to use social
io-based software
mind when he
media channels is
firm that develops
founded his own
business producnot to do marketing PR firm a short
tivity applications
later. After
in the 21st century.” time
for Apple computsetting up shop
ers.
in Almonte, he
Like many modern companies, Mar- discovered that Ottawa’s technology
ketcircle keeps a corporate blog, giv- sector was not taking advantage of the
ing Mr. Jetha an immediate soap box new media tools that were available.
to mount and respond to Mr. Ballmer’s
“Nobody in Ottawa was blogging,
criticisms.
had RSS feeds or podcasts,” he says.
So on April 20 Mr. Jetha posted a reTo rectify the situation, Mr. Rudyk
buttal, listing the many ways in which contacted Ottawa Centre for Research
the iPhone is an ideal device for small and Innovation CEO Jeffrey Dale
businesses and accused Microsoft of about starting a podcast, titled OCRI
launching a FUD (fear, uncertainty Radio, as a way to lead by example.
and doubt) campaign.
Market2world continues to lead by
While the post certainly got Mr. example. Its web site [www.marketJetha’s thoughts off his chest, it served 2world.com] contains the usual coma second purpose: marketing!
pany mission statement, biographiHis response was picked up by cal information and contact info. But
other blogs, which had links pointing the home page also shows the most
back to the Marketcircle site and even recent blog posts from Mr. Rudyk
scored some mainstream media atten- and the rest of his staff writing about
tion with Macworld running a news marketing and providing commenbrief on their site
tary on the local
about the posting.
Ottawa’s technology tech“Wescene.
However, all the
try to share
sector was not taking what we learn as
publicity the company gained from
we figure it out,”
advantage of the
a single blog post
says Mr. Rudyk.
new media tools
didn’t happen enBeyond
just
tirely by accident.
looking
to
the
that were available.
There was help
blogosphere for
from Marketcircoverage though,
cle’s public relations firm, the Almon- social media has a lot of other tools to
te, Ontario-based market2world. It offer to modern marketers. Through
was the PR team who encouraged Mr. the use of new tools, market2world is
Jetha to put his complaints about Mr. able to mount PR campaigns for comBallmer’s remarks into a blog post and panies in Europe without ever seeing
then sent out a press release regarding the clients face-to-face.
the rebuttal.
The clearest lesson from looking
This kind of new-media marketing at modern marketing is that the rules
is all in a day’s work for market2world have changed, not just for the publishand its founder and CEO Nathan Ru- ing world, but the marketing world as
dyk.
well.
Mr. Rudyk first discovered the mar“Not to use those channels is not to
keting potential of the blogosphere do marketing in the 21st century,” says
while working at Databeacon in (later Mr. Rudyk.
acquired by Cognos which was then
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalacquired by IBM) in 2004. The com- ist who has plied his trade at the Citipany was in the process of porting one zen and Kingston’s Whig-Standard.
of their enterprise applications to Mi- A bilingual grad of Algonquin’s Jcrosoft’s .NET framework and learned School, where he won awards for both
that this would be the first enterprise writing and photography, he is a selfapp to fully use the framework.
confessed video game addict.

Blogscanning

T

Netistix Technologies Corp. is now
officially the property of BSM Technologies, the acquisition of the Ottawabased company having been finalized
over the holidays. The deal, which was
first announced in late October, saw
BSM acquire all outstanding shares of
Netistix for about 7.14 million common shares of Woodbridge, Ont.-based
BSM, priced at $0.14 per share. “We
are pleased to have concluded the acquisition of Netistix Technologies,”
states Nick Cirella, CEO of BSM. “Together with our earlier acquisition of
SecTrack, this positions BSM among
the world leaders in Fleet Management
Product Suites.” Netistix is the developer of FleetPulse, a wireless fleet
management system which provides
operators with such services as fuel
usage monitoring, safety management
and GPS tracking.

No. 2

March Networks is ranked the second
largest supplier of video surveillance
equipment to the North American retail
market. A report from IMS Research
identifies the Ottawa company as one
of three providers each with a 6% of
the $437 million video surveillance
equipment market, which is expected
to grow to $586.4 million in three
years. “Our efforts to engage with our
customers and respond to their needs
helped us develop leading retail solutions that have proven both reliable and
highly effective in some of the largest
retail deployments in North America,”
says Peter Strom, president and CEO,

March Networks. “We are extremely
pleased to be recognized for our success in this high-growth sector and
anticipate increasing our retail vertical
market share in 2008, both in North
America and in other target markets.”
More than 100 retail organizations use
March’s analytic tools and IP video
solutions to prevent losses, mitigate
risk, enhance security and improve
overall store performance. Such technologies are integral to reducing internal theft, organized crime and other
sources of inventory shrinkage, which
cost US retailers an estimated $42 billion a year.

Bang & Olufsen deal
Wi-LAN is licencing its V-chip
technology to Denmark’s Bang &
Olufsen, a major supplier of highend consumer electronics. “We are
very pleased that Bang & Olufsen,
a marquee manufacturer of home
entertainment products, has negotiated licence agreements for our Vchip patents,” says Wi-LAN V-chip
president Najmul Siddiqui “Our
V-chip licensing team generated significant momentum in 2007 and we
expect this momentum to continue
in 2008.” Bang & Olufsen is licensing the patents on a running-royalty
and has agreed to make retroactive
payments for past, unlicensed use of
the patents. Wi-LAN has now signed
117 licence agreements for its V-chip
patents, the television parental controls technology which the company
acquired six months ago.

Big deal from pard
Water and wastewater treatment systems maker Seprotech Systems Inc.
receives its first large order through
its new partner in Mexico, Evans
Power Equipment. The 7.75-million-peso ($728,000) deal with an
unspecified Mexican real estate developer, will earn Seprotech over
$72,000 in equipment royalties,
as well as payment for engineering, management and sales support
expenses. “We are very encouraged
by this early success with a major
developer. It is very important to
have an installed base to promote
sales and this project will serve as
a reference site for Seprotech’s water treatment solutions in Mexico,”
says Martin Hauschild, president
and CEO of Seprotech. “Clean water is a vital requisite to Mexico’s
economic boom and the need for
water treatment solutions remains
strong throughout Latin America.
The sales channels opened through
Evans’ network of over 400 offices and manufacturing sites would
have otherwise taken us years to
develop.” Last July, Seprotech announced it was entering into a partnership with Guadalajara-based Evans Power to manufacture, sell and
distribute its pre-engineered water
and wastewater treatment solutions
throughout Mexico and the broader
North American market.
More, see Nuggets, page 8

Looking for the Best IT Contract Opportunities?
FIND THEM WITH S.i.SYSTEMS!
MORE OPPORTUNITIES.

Matching I.T. Consultants to new contract opportunities is our #1 job. We entertain hundreds of contract opportunities
each month. Visit our website to view current consultant opportunities.

CLIENT MARKETING.

We are professionals working with professionals. Our clients seek quality, skilled, incorporated IT consultants. We use a
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HERE WHEN YOU NEED US.

Our Account Executives and Recruiters are available and easy to reach. We make consulting easy, providing a business
relationship with a personal touch to each and every consultant. If you do ever have any workplace concerns or issues,
our staff is accessible to help facilitate a resolution.
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Apply to any of the contract positions listed there, or post your resume directly to our online database.

WE MAKE THE MATCH - GUARANTEED!
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Vancouver 604.669.1387 • Toronto 416.485.8001
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nuggets
Filtran bought

strategic areas of the African country.

Circuit board maker Filtran Microcircuits Inc. is acquired by Toronto’s
Firan Technology Group (FTG),
which supplies aerospace and defence
electronics products and subsystems
to the North American market. FTG
has reportedly agreed to pay $1.81
million for the subsidiary of New Jersey-based Merrimac Industries Inc.,
$800,000 of which has already been
disbursed. The balance of the sale
costs, which include the assumption
of some $360,000 in liabilities, will
be due when the deal closes sometime
in early March, according to Filtran.
Ottawa-based Filtran had about $4
million in sales in 2007 and some 60
employees at the end of 2006. It is not
yet clear whether the sale will affect
jobs, but FTG president and CEO
Brad Bourne indicates local operations will see some changes.

Israeli connection
Bridgewater Systems teams up with
Tel Aviv-based Alvarion Ltd. to supply
northern Angola with broadband wireless
services. The partnership will see the
Ottawa-based network subscriber management software maker and the Israeli
company provide Angola’s MSTelcom
with advanced WiMAX solutions to support Internet-protocol (IP) services in

8 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

homes and small business. The deploy-

New retail customer

Funding secured
Overlay.TV scores $4.6 million in Series-A financing, which it will use to
commercialize its Internet advertising solution. The Ottawa startup, which
plans to launch its product on Valentine’s Day, received the venture capital
funding from Celtic House Venture Partners, EdgeStone Capital Partners and Tech Capital Partners. Overlay.TV’s Internet video-advertising
platform gives online video viewers an option to receive “overlays” which
provide information about video content and allows users to purchase products that appear in the video by clicking directly on the object.
Bridgewater’s AAA Service Controller,
coupled with Alvarion’s OPEN WiMAX
architecture, will enable MSTelcom to
provide authentication and authorization
for high-speed Internet and voice-overInternet-protocol WiMAX services for

February 2008

ment will support MSTelcom’s current
services in the region, which include
national satellite coverage, broadband
services, terrestrial links, Internet access,
national and international telephony and
radio tracking systems.

March Networks takes an order for
its data analytics software from an
unspecified major retailer that has
almost 500 locations worldwide. The
customer is deploying March’s LP Data Mining software suite in more than
150 US locations to combat employee
theft, shoplifting and cashier error.
Termed “inventory shrinkage,” such
product loss costs US retailers about
$42 billion a year. “Our sophisticated
data mining and video management
applications provide the operational
intelligence organizations are seeking to reduce shrinkage and enhance
business performance in a highlycompetitive retail environment,” says
president and CEO Peter Strom. “We
are pleased to have been selected as
the platform of choice by this global
brand and look forward to expanding
our presence in multiple retail spaces
throughout 2008.” March says its solution, which includes customizable
point-of-sale transaction profiling,
investigation and reporting tools, and
digital video integration, “enables
the retailer to efficiently identify and
confirm fraudulent activity and patterns of theft with features such as gift
card and employee purchase/return
tracking.”

Strong Q3
DragonWave Inc. more than doubles
Q3 revenue to $11.5 million, up from
$4.8 million in the same quarter of FY
’07. The Ottawa-based wireless ethernet
networking equipment maker also halves
net losses, which shrink to $1.2 million
from $2.5 million. The company says the
improved numbers are a result of strong
growth outside of North America. While
revenue from within North American
rose by roughly 70% to $5.7 million,
sales to customers outside the continent
more than quadrupled to $5.8 million.

UK partner
Security solutions provider Cloakware
Inc. reaches deeper into the European
market, adding UK-based ToroTech to its
roster of value-added resellers. Cloakware,
headquartered in Virginia but conducting
much of its R&D in Ottawa, is partnering
with ToroTech to provide European customers with its Server Password Manager,
which enables organizations to regularly
update passwords, in compliance with
standards and legislation.
More, see Nuggets, page 9

nuggets
“Ding and Dent” funding
Neptec Design Group Ltd. is receiving
up to $500,000 from a new program to
fund R&D projects in the Canadian auto
parts industry. The Ottawa-based 3D sensor and laser inspection systems maker
will work with uOttawa and Honda
Canada, among other partners, to build
a prototype of an automated laser scanning system for detecting minor damage
to automobile bodies acquired during
assembly. Under the program, Automatic
Ding & Dent Detection and two other
projects will split $3.5 million in funding,
of which $1.5 million will be awarded by
the Automotive Parts Manufacturers
Association and Ottawa’s not-for-profit
Precarn, which funds emerging technology. Created in May 2007, the Collaborative Auto R&D Program is meant to
help smaller automotive parts suppliers
develop innovative, operational prototypes for the auto parts industry.

Newsletter hits screen
Embedded security specialist Elliptic
Semiconductor enters the publishing
game with Standards Watch, an online
newsletter which examines the various security standards in the market today. Written by Mike Borza, Elliptic’s CTO, the
digital letter provides readers with a concise and insightful assessment of the trends
and issues surrounding security standards.
And it does so largely in plain-speak; not
the kind of techno-language understood
by industry eggheads alone. “[Standards
Watch] will be of value to all those involved directly or indirectly in digital security matters,” says Elliptic. The current

issue provides an update on the IEEE 1619
and 1619.1 standards developed by the
Security in Storage Working Group,
which covers security solutions for disk
and tape applications. It can be found at
Elliptic’s website.

share units valued at $173,750. The
remaining funds were raised from
outside parties comprised largely of
new investors in Thermal Energy.
“We are very encouraged by being
able to raise a significant amount of
capital at above market rates, espe-

cially in the face of such challenging
times in the financial markets,” says
CEO Tim Angus. “We see this as a
strong sign of confidence in our ability to execute on our business plan
and Thermal Energy’s prospects for
the balance of this fiscal year and

beyond.” Thermal says the net proceeds will be invested in its ongoing
sales and marketing, research and
development and other operational
requirements in North America and
China.
More, see Nuggets, page 10

Study done
OSI Geospatial Inc. completes an engineering design study to integrate its submarine navigation software into the UK
Royal Navy’s formidable Astute Class
submarine Audacious. The company is
now in a prototyping phase that will lead
to a production contract from BAE Systems to integrate its ECPINS-W software into systems that will be installed
initially on one sub and one shore base
facility. “This is our first project with
BAE Systems Submarine Solutions and
we are looking forward to joining the
team to begin the integration work for
this very important project.” says Ken
Kirkpatrick, president and CEO of OSI
Geospatial. The Astute Class submarine
is the largest and most powerful attack
submarine ever built by the UK Royal
Navy and we are honoured to be part of
this exciting program.” OSI Geospatial
Inc. delivers advanced geospatial systems and software that enable shared
real-time situational awareness for military, safety and security applications.

$1-million found

Energy and emissions reduction systems maker Thermal Energy International Inc. raises gross proceeds of
$1,017,500 in a non-brokered private
placement of 3,392,500 shares priced
at $.30 each. The transaction saw six
company directors issued 579,167

Doyletech Corporation
Making Technology Happen TM
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researchers turn technology into wealth.

Tel: (613) 226.8900
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business plans,
commercialization programs

economic and R&D impact analyses,
policy frameworks,
Sector Council studies,
economic development strategies

commercialization workshops,
technology roadmaps,
business opportunity documents,
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Information • Integrity • Intelligence

DragonWave Inc.’s AirPair wireless Ethernet radio product is approved
for use in Russia. The Russian Ministry of Communications gave the Ottawa company the go-ahead to offer the
point-to-point microwave radios designed for Internet protocol and carrier
throughout Russia, through DragonWave new reseller partner Cedicom.
“Russia is seen by many industry experts
as a significant growth market for broadband wireless,” says DragonWave CEO
Peter Allen. “Global expansion has been
a central element of this company’s business plan, so with a strong distribution
channel in place and the next-generation
AirPair radio now approved for deployment, DragonWave is committed to expanding its presence in this market.” The
company also recently formed a reseller
partnership with NextWave Broadband
Inc., which is bringing DragonWave’s
products to several European markets,
including Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Croatia and Slovakia.

Wireless listening
Kleer Semiconductor supplies its wireless earphone technology to Germany’s
Sennheiser, a major manufacturer of highend audio products. Based in California

The aspirations behind Refresh
Ottawa share that same desire for

Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada
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Asian penetration
C-COM Satellite Systems Inc. completes the integration of its mobile antenna systems with Asia’s largest satellite
broadband system. Paired with Thailandbased Shin Satellite’s IPSTAR broadband
satellite, the Ottawa-based company’s
iNetVu antenna is now at the service of
more than 100,000 mobile subscribers in
eight Asia-Pacific nations: China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Australia, New Zealand,
Myanmar, Laos and Thailand.

“We are pleased to have been able to
co-operate with IPSTAR and implement
a seamless integration of the iNetVu controller with the IPSTAR modem,” says
C-COM boss Leslie Klein. “C-COM will
be working closely with our own reseller
channels in the region as well as with the
large IPSTAR distribution network to promote this new business opportunity.”

$2.5-million extension

International Datacasting Corporation signs a $2.47-million deal to continue providing radio and television
broadcast services to Canadian Forces
personnel overseas. IDC says that the
Canadian Forces Personnel Support
Agency (CFPSA) extended its contract
option for the services, which have now
generated more than $7 million for the
company since the three-year contract
was signed in 2006. “We are pleased
and deeply honoured to be able to continue to provide this valuable service for
the Canadian Forces personnel serving
overseas,” says Ron Clifton, president
and chief executive of IDC. “The entire company takes great pride in our
work with the CFPSA and the fact that
our Superflex technology is being utilized in this way.” IDC delivers live
news, sports, entertainment, regional
programming and special events coverage for the Canadian Forces Radio and
Television (CFRT) network.

Unconferences from away...from page 6
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but retaining most of its operations in Ottawa where it was founded in 2002, Kleer
says its technology has been integrated
into Sennheiser’s new MX W1 wireless
stereo earphones. “The name Sennheiser
has been synonymous with top-quality
audio products for over 60 years,” said
Kleer CEO Levent Gun. “It’s therefore a
huge vote of confidence that this industry
giant has validated our wireless audio
technology with an outstanding product
that we believe will set a new standard
in wireless audio sound.” Kleer’s Listen
In technology enables high-quality stereo
sound from any Kleer-based portable media player, while using significantly less
battery power than competitors’ products,
according to the company. It also allows
two or more people, each with a set of
earphones, to listen simultaneously to the
same audio stream.

connectedness, not just between Ottawa, but decided it was time to
individuals but between cities.
bring the art-geek community in Ot“We’re part of a small community tawa together.
in Ottawa, but it’s like we’re part of
“I’m quite interested in elecsomething bigger,” says Mr. Feather- tronic art, and while Ottawa has
stone.
people doing interesting work in
“Having that camaraderie is great,” that field, the community seems to
adds Mr. Snook.
consist of gallery openings and irBeing able to work in small groups regular how-to workshops, without
with support from a global commu- any kind of recurring community
nity is also helpful when it comes to meet-up,” Mr. Bailard wrote in an
gathering of those
e-mail.
with more esoterSo far, all of
Being able to work
ic interests. Take
these groups are
in small groups with cost free to join,
dorkbot, for example.
support from a global covering expenses
Formed in New
through sponsorcommunity is helpful ships. BitHeads
York City by
Douglas Repetto
for those with more and Carleton
from the Columhave
provided
esoteric interests.
bia
University
space for BarComputer Music
Camp meetings.
Center, its tagline is “people doing Web Directions North covered the
strange things with electricity.”
cost of chicken wings for the inauguDorkbot brings together people ral Refresh Ottawa meeting.
creating art using electronics, like
Advertising for the get-togethsculptures that are actually complex ers is done by word-of-mouth or
machines, robots and various other online, usually with members concombinations of science and art.
necting through blogs or other
Like other groups, dorkbot has social media (almost any kind of
chapters across the United States, gathering generates a Facebook
in Madrid, Spain, and Tokyo, Japan events page.)
along with Vancouver, Toronto and
With the groups being so technolMontreal.
ogy focused, they also serve to disNew to the dorkbot family will be pel the stereotype of geeks trapped in
an Ottawa gathering organized by front of monitors all day.
physicist Sebastien Bailard.
“It’s partly about providing that soMr. Bailard had been attending cial aspect for people who are usually
similar groups in Wisconsin and stuck in front of computers,” says Mr.
Montreal along with BarCamp in Featherstone.

Choosing between the team and the market potential
clear product or market direction. The
Sandvine founding group
speculated, identified
and then adapted
to a venture market
ANDREW WAITMAN opportunity (traffic
management) with a
core technology (Broadband
deep packet inspection). The investment decision was based entirely on
n my last column I discussed the the quality of the team.
“illusion delusion” of due diliIn the market-oriented investor
gence, arguing that thin-slicing camp are the venture capitalists who
information about future events may believe that if you have the right techlead to only slight improvements in nology/product in the right market
predictability at best and mislead- (with venture dynamics) at the right
ing conclusions at worst. When con- time you will achieve venture returns.
fronted with circumstances which are This camp sees the team of founders
enormously complex and massively and management as replaceable and
uncertain, simple rules are often nec- secondary to identifying the right
essary to guide our actions.
technology and the right markets.
Successful venOften this camp’s
ture capital may
portfolio compaSingle-founder
be one of the most
nies have higher
backed start-ups
difficult games in
turnover of CEOs.
business due to
Marketeers beare relatively less
the myriad of varilieve they are good
successful than
ables, timeframes,
at identifying new
complexities and
market spaces and
multi-founder
the unpredictabilventure opportuniity of people and start-ups in achieving ties in emerging
business. The art of
new
industries,
venture returns.
venture capital then
e.g.Internet, Web
is to recognize pat2.0 etc. This interns that provide us simplifying rules vestment philosophy recognizes that
or heuristics in selecting and nurtur- there are geographic limitations. Loing successful start-ups. Pattern rec- cating teams with relevant technolognition is at the core of experience ogy and market domain knowledge
and wisdom. However, as Heraclitus may require geographic adaptation of
observed, “one never steps into the investment. For example, when telesame river twice” — life’s river flows com became one of the “hot” venture
forward in constant flux — requiring markets, venture cash flowed into Otconstant re-evaluation of the patterns tawa because that was where telecom
with every new context. In this col- expertise was believed to be.
umn, I will discuss one of the most
Your venture investment philosoimportant pattern recognition skills phy will orient your perspective on
of the venture capitalist: the patterns the areas of due diligence that receive
of successful people.
the majority of attention. As a Teamer,
There are two major camps of ven- I focus my due diligence on the peoture capitalists: team-oriented camps ple. And this due diligence involves
(Teamers) and market-oriented camps identifying the patterns of successful
(Marketeers). Teamers believe that entrepreneurs and teams of the past.
venture returns are determined by the For example, one pattern I have idenquality and composition of the team tified is that single-founder backed
pursuing the venture opportunity. I start-ups are relatively less successful
am solidly in this
than multi-founder
camp camp. I bestart-ups in achievWhen Teamers
lieve that if you
ing venture returns.
realize that the
select the right
A start-up’s execuquality people you market or technology tive team’s diverdramatically imsity, capability and
is incapable of
prove the potential
cohesion is a key
for venture returns.
achieving venture indicator of startMy thesis is based
success. Singlepotential they will up
upon the premise
founder dominated
that quality people
adapt, re-evaluate companies tend to
will only want to
lack the diversity
and re-vector.
pursue promising,
or experience necventure scale/dyessary to manage
namic businesses. I will define “qual- the myriad of complexities encounity” in a moment.
tered in the start-up world. This is not
When Teamers realize that the to say Celtic House will never fund
market or technology is incapable single-founder start-ups, however it
of achieving venture potential they is one indicator among a myriad of
will adapt, re-evaluate and re-vector measures that venture capitalist asinto a better venture-return market sess to decide on an investment.
space. Dave Caputo and the foundThe quality of an individual, like a
ing team at Sandvine did exactly this painting’s esthetic, is a difficult eleand achieved $100 million in revenue ment to deconstruct and is often “in
in seven years from inception. Celtic the eye of the beholder.” However,
House funded the team without any simple rules can help due diligence

Money Talks

I

on teams. Backing entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs, executives, employees many do not have the network,
people with large and impressive net- and board members is one of the most experience or success that their
works is a good rule of thumb. A large important aspects of venture invest- association with such successful
high quality tribe is a common pattern ing and it is fraught with difficulty, companies would imply. It is critiamong successful individuals and a confusion and conflicting insights. cal that during the due diligence
good indicator of their abilprocess that time, energy
ity to build relationships,
and effort is invested
Business is about relationships —
judge other quality people,
in determining the real
and successfully work with
value of the team you are
working relationships, customer
others. Business is about
In my next
relationships and investor relationships. considering.
relationships — working
column, I will discuss
A person’s demonstrated ability
relationships,
customer
additional attributes of
relationships and investor
quality teams including
to build a large quality network of
relationships. A person’s
the dangers of “celebfriends and business colleagues is
demonstrated ability to
rity” executives and how
build a large quality netto ferret out the good
highly correlated with his or her
work of friends and busifrom the bad.
ability to be successful in business.
ness colleagues is highly
If you are interested in
correlated with his or her
a useful book germane to
ability to be successful in business. For example, many “celebrity” exec- these and other important business
Entrepreneurs and executives must utives (those who have worked at topics, read Paul Ormerod’s Why
convince employees to join a risky marquee companies like Google, Most Things Fail.
start-up, persuade customers to pur- Cisco or RIM) give the perception
Andrew Waitman is managing partchase their product and attract inves- of a large and valuable tribe with ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
tors to invest in their company.
a wealth of important connections. specializing in early stage investments
Attentive due diligence of people, However scrutiny reveals that in high technology companies.
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University of Ottawa

Engineering contributions
to nuclear reactor technologies
Dr. Stavros Tavoularis, a professor in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, is a renowned expert in the fundamentals of fluid
mechanics and heat transfer. A fellow of the Canadian Academy of
Engineering and of the American Physical Society for his contributions
to turbulence, vortices, biomedical flows, nuclear engineering, and
gas turbines, he is a leading educator, researcher, and promoter of
fluid dynamics.
During his 28 years at the University of Ottawa, Dr. Tavoularis has
built an impressive fluid mechanics laboratory, fully equipped with
modern facilities and instrumentation. He is well-regarded for his
excellence as a mentor, trainer and educator of highly qualified
personnel in his laboratory. He has also taught and supervised
more than 135 undergraduate, master’s and doctoral students,
postdoctoral fellows and research associates.

Dr. Stavros Tavoularis
Professor of Mechanical Engineering

In the past two decades, Dr. Tavoularis has launched a research
program aimed at introducing advanced experimental, computational and theoretical research tools into the nuclear reactor field.
The understanding and control of fluid flows are essential elements in designing energy-efficient and safe nuclear reactors. He
is currently leading a team developing the knowledge base for
the design of Generation IV nuclear reactors.
Dr. Tavoularis has made outstanding, international, scientific
contributions to the fundamentals of fluid mechanics and heat
transfer and has applied his work towards developing and improving nuclear technologies vital to the Canadian economy.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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